
Are you being a useful idiot?
Useful Idiot:  n.  1.  One who, without thought, unwittingly does the bidding of another, often with 
disastrous results, both for society and the thoughtless actor.  2.  One manipulated by another to act 
improperly.

When filing your income tax returns, do you habitually transfer the numbers from your 
W-2s, 1099s, etc. to a form 1040, without considering whether those earnings should 
have ever been lawfully reported on a W-2 or 1099 (information returns) by your payer?
Most people's earnings are not legally required to be reported on an information return. 
In fact, the majority of information returns generated every January by payroll 
departments across the country are fraudulently created--usually due to ignorance & 
gross negligence and sometimes due to blatant disregard of the known legal reporting 
requirements.

Are your earnings derived as a result of engaging in the basic right to work and earn a 
living in the private sector?  Then your earnings are protected from taxation.  But if 
your earnings are derived as a result of engaging in specialized, privileged activity with
a federal connection, then your earnings indeed qualify as reportable federal income, 
and your work is subject to a special indirect excise known as the federal income tax.  

Take note:  Private sector = protected; Federal sector = taxable federal income.

Stop being a thoughtless actor—become informed when
dealing with fraudulent information returns.  Otherwise, the

harm to yourself and society is enormous.

Ignorance can be swiftly cured.  Become educated.  
Join the hundreds of thousands of educated Americans who have, for over a decade,

been getting 100% IRS tax refunds by reporting ONLY taxable federal income.

Please Visit

 LostHorizons.com
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